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Transform these otherworldly paper dolls into a wild array of steampunk characters! From an

intrepid Arctic explorer and a vampire hunter to a freewheeling airship mechanic and a

treasure-toting pirate, these steampunk personalities are primed for adventure. Each of the four

dolls comes withÂ several imaginative outfits plus a full complement of playfully bizarre accessories,

including equipment and animal companions. Captions identify each accoutrement. See inside for

details of two bonus costumes, available online.
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I bought two of these booklets; one for me and one for my daughter. Then I sent her a pack of

adhesive backed 8.5 x 11-inch magnet paper. She and my granddaughter cut them out and

adhered them to the magnet paper so they live happily on the refrigerator. I love steampunk designs

and these are winners, guaranteed to bring smiles to the faces of all who see them!

These are beautifully rendered paper dolls, however, the paper weight is so light that if you want to

play with the dolls than they have to be mounted on something heavier. I was expecting standard

Dover paper doll cardstock, and was disappointed to find the paper weight was so light. Other than

that problem, the book includes four beautiful paper dolls (two male and two female) with a large



collection of lovely steampunk inspired costumes and accessories. It's a larger book than most

Dover paper doll books, with a perfect, rather than staple, binding.

I recently bought this from the illustrator herself and I love these dolls! They are well drawn and I am

debating playing with them. But I don't want to cut them out. I know, a conundrum. But a very sweet

one indeed!

My book arrived very badly damaged (like someone ran over it with a forklift and then put it in my

box and mailed it anyway). But aside from the damage I was really disappointed in the book. The

illustrations are wonderful. But it's really not set up to be used as paper dolls. The dolls aren't

cardstock. They are the same paper thickness as the clothing. There is no way they will stand up as

paper dolls. And the detail to be cut out is really not age 8-11 level either. This would require a very

patient child, most likely older than 11 whose mother is going to have to also buy something to

actually glue the dolls too so they stand up. The last paper doll book I bought was beautifully

illustrated but also on cardstock and perforated. This is probably great for adults (who I doubt will

actually turn this into paper dolls) but not children.

This is sooo cool! The detailing is crazy good, I didn't want to mess with them, but they are too fun

to play with. I am getting more for stocking stuffers because I have Prime and the price is great.

Clothing designs were creative and well articulated. Good representation of the "steampunk" genre.

Paper sturdy enough for assembly, although I don't plan to cut the dolls or costumes out. Exactly

what I was looking for.

Besides the fantastic, detailed artwork, the creativity displayed in this book is awesome. A very

unique and unusual experience for child and adult alike.

Adore the subject (B4 I knew it had a name) and this links nicely with interest in PD's
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